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 Here are some ways to guess a person's password based 
on numbers: 

 Guess the person's birthday.

 Try the person's street address.

 Try the person's lucky number.

 If the person played a sport, try his jersey number as part of 
the password.

 Try a part of the person's phone number.

 Try the person's graduating class from college or high school.
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First Method All Methods Tips Warnings

1. Guess the most common passwords. At the end of every year, a list of the 25 most
common passwords is released. These passwords are the easiest to guess and thus
the most commonly hacked. Though you should avoid picking any of these
passwords for yourself, try guessing from this list of passwords:[1] Password
123456@ 123456â€¦

2. Use some common password tricks. Other than guessing the most obvious
passworâ€¦

See all 4 steps on www.wikihow.com

This Tool Can Guess Your Password - TIME.com
newsfeed.time.com/2013/12/06/this-tool-can-guess-your-password
Dec 06, 2013 · Telepathwords can guess that one without even trying. MIT Technology
Review pointed us to the new tool, which was created by Microsoft Research in an effort
to develop a weak password prevention system.

Password guessing - Roblox Wikia
roblox.wikia.com/wiki/Password_Guessing
Password guessing (PGing) is the process of recovering passwords from data that has
been stored in or transmitted by a computer system.

10 Most Popular Password Cracking Tools [Updated for
â€¦
https://resources.infosecinstitute.com/10-popular-password...
Password cracking is the process of guessing or recovering a password from stored
locations or from data transmission system. It is used to get a password for unauthorized
access or to recover a forgotten password.

Password Cracking - PC Hacks
hackspc.com/password-cracking
If the person that created password is not technically then after trying this few tips , your
probably guess his password. But if that not work youâ€™ll need to move to something
more advance. This advance usually use specific cracking software . Password Cracking
Using Software . In this case Iâ€™ll use pdf cracking software .

Password Guesser on Scratch
https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/103118363
'Your guess' shows you the guessed password. 'You got' tells you how many are correct.
'Correct and Incorrect' shows you what you got wrong and â€¦

Password Cracking - University of Denver
web.cs.du.edu/~mitchell/forensics/information/pass_crack.html
Brute force password attacks are a last resort to cracking a password as they are the
least efficient. In the most simple terms, brute force means to systematically try all the
combinations for a password.
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